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Kendo grid column client template if else

Columns. Bound(p =&gt; p.Active). ClientTemplate(\\#if('#=Active#'=='Y') {\\&lt;input type='button' value='OK'&gt;\\}\\#). Width(150). Title(Status); but condition taken as string?? #if('Y'=='Y')'enter code here' { &lt;input type=button value=OK&gt; }# columns. Bound(c =&gt; c.ItemId) . ClientTemplate( # if (condition-1) { # + # if(condition-2) { # + content-a # } # + #} else { # + #
if(condition-2) {# + content-two # } # # # } # ) There are three ways to use the hash syntax: Render values as HTML: #= #. Use HTML encoding to display values: #: #. Execute arbitrary JavaScript code: # if (true) { # ... non-script content here... #} #. Simple If Else #if (Id ===null) + {# +- + #}else{# + #=Id# + # }# I was working on a Kendo Grid today that used MVC cover to define a
client detail template and ran into a very frustrating problem that I thought I would post about and hopefully save some other hours of head-banging. For anyone who has spent a lot of time with Kendo, you know that the documentation can be quite and not go into a lot of details. It often leaves out important details that you end up finding buried in a forum post or on StackOverflow.
It happened again today. The situation was quite simple. I had a Grid of Objects and wanted to use a ClientDetailTemplate to display a different Grid of child objects under the parent object. It looked something like this: @(Html.Kendo(). Grid() . ClientDetailTemplateId(product-template) . Name(grid) . DataSource=&gt; dataSource . Ajax() . Read(read =&gt; read.
Action(Categories_Read, Home)) ) . Columns(columns =&gt; { columns. Bound(product =&gt; product. CategoryID); Columns. Bound(product =&gt; product. CategoryName); }) ) Then I defined the client detail template. Note two things: 1) you can use scoped parent properties in the name of the grid (e.g. #=CategoryId#), and 2) you can't have any spaces around that template
code in the grid name, or it will throw an error. Here's what my defined template looked like: I thought this was pretty simple, right? Error. I kept getting an error message in the console like: Uncaught ReferenceError: ProductID is not defined Huh? I could see the products came across in the AJAX request, with ProductID defined, but that's which the template couldn't find or read
the property. As has happened so many times for me, I stumbled upon the answer buried in a Telerik forum post. The answer even came with a smiley face, which immediately made me giggle and jump around the room. Child grids are designed to be able to obtain its parent property values through client templates using the #=ParentProperty#syntax. However, when calling your
own property values, the \\#=OwnProperty\\# syntax is used rather.  No, I lied—I didn't giggle, nor did I skip. So in a client detail template, it is scoped to the parent by default, but you can access the descendants by double escape hash first. So our example from above will be: That's it. I'm done with you for Kendo. You got me again. Your turn! Have you encountered this
problem before, or something like that? Have you found yourself frustrated with Kendo's documentation as well? Let's talk about it below in the comments! Related This archive has been archived by the owner. It is now read-only. Look at 63 Star 488 Fork 216 You can't perform that action right now. You signed in with a different tab or window. Reload to update your session. You
logged out in another tab or window. Reload to update your session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can build better products. You can always update your selection by clicking cookie
preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see our Privacy Statement. We use important cookies to perform important website functions, such as the internet. Read more Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so that we can make them better, e.g. Read more Can we put IF condition in Grid column? in ui for ASP.NET
MVC , NET MVC Grid. so I tried to use if criteria for value come through columns. Bound(f =&gt; f.FLEET_CUSTOM_FIELD_VALUE). Title(Field value). . kendoui.com/getting-started/using-kendo-with/aspnet-mvc/ iam using kendo ui for mvc and iam trying to build dynamic. table (every time other columns will show) you can tell me if its possible to fill grid columns only with certain
conditions. something like this : Kendo Grid Client Template with Terms, Execute arbitrary JavaScript code: # if(){# #}#. So in your code you would need to write columns. Bound(p =&gt; p.Active). ClientTemplate(Grid for ASP.NET MVC column configuration has a Hidden() (columns.hidden) property that expects a Boolean value that can be used for such purposes. The following
example demonstrates how to send a value in ViewBag for a key and gives it a true or false value in the controller and then accessit in the Razor template. Nested About else conditions in Kendo-UI Grid ClientTemplate – Dhaval , Default Nested If different statement/syntax used in Kendo-ui Grid columns. Bound( c =&gt; c.ItemId) . ClientTemplate( # if (condition-1) { # + Join a
community of over 2.6m developers to get your questions answered on grid conditional column bound by Kendo UI for jQuery Grid. New here? Start with our free trials. Conditional template with ternary operator in Kendo UI for jQuery, Join a community of over 2.6m developers to get your questions answered on conditional template with ternary operator of Kendo UI for Join a
community of over 2.6m developers to get your questions answered on conditional template with ternary operator of Kendo UI for jQuery Grid. New here? Start with our free kendo-ui: custom template with ternary operator in a grid, i.e. conditionally make the text hyperlinked v /s display it that is (abc should appear with a hyperlink while def should not have a hyperlink). I'm trying to
create a template for grid in kendo-ui. Its formatting is conditionalas follows: But can not get the template with the above ternary operator Conditional statement in Kendo UI Mall, While working I had a requirement to display a Total Seat of Venue in Kendo UI Mobile ListView. To view Location Name and Number of Locations Custom Operators by Field. Customize operators are
available through the fields.operators property. Custom filter function so custom filter actions can perfomed on data. For more information about the Filter widget, please refer to its documentation. How to conditionally format a grid cell? in Kendo UI for jQuery Grid, is there any way to make this work in a Client Template Grid? I've tried. Columns. Bound(p =&gt; p.Enabled).
ClientTemplate(. &lt; input type Yes this is a very popular issue as I have the same problem. my scenario is that I would like to place a graphic or a character (large colored dot) in the cell based on its value. e.g. if the data field is 0, then display a green dot. Conditionally Change the appearance of grid cells, use custom logic, based on the specific condition, to return different
templates. The following example demonstrates how to apply the column definition. Conditional formatting of kendo template. I use a row template in the grid. above solution isn't working but this: ${ Title ? conditional template kendo ui. 1. How conditionally shaped a Kendo UI Grid line contained inside one, I answer my own question for any future searches on the same topic. It
turns out to be that the problem was that the grid's current binding What I was looking for was to conditionally format different rows/cells, based on BookID's value. Stopped applying conditional format (apply different classes) to a 'td' tag. The same can be applied to a 'tr' tag, if the entire row needs to be conditionally formatted instead of a cell. i.e. Kendo grid client templateMVC
Data Grid Component | Client detail templates, Define the client template with kendo interface template syntax. The template context is the Category entity to which the current Grid row is bound. Define the client template with kendo interface template syntax. The template context is the Category entity to which the current Grid row is bound. The template itself contains another
Grid that is bound to Products_Read the action. Always call the ToClientTemplate method when using Telerik UI ASP.NET for MVC helpers in a client template. MVC Data Grid Component | FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS, Is there still to include a # in my client template that won't break his grid? @( Html.Kendo(). Grid&lt; Kendo_Range_Test.ViewModels. Browse others
asp.net-mvc kendo-ui kendo-grid client-templates or ask your own question. Featured on Meta Hot Meta Posts: Allow for the removal of moderators, and thoughts on the future ... ClientTemplate with # in UI for ASP.NET MVC Grid, there are three ways to use the hash syntax in a Kendo template: Render literal values: #= #; Render HTML enocded values: #: #; Perform Templates
is defined by script tags with IDs associated with rendered html table row elements in the grid. Note that the row and altrow templates are instantiated by calling the kendo.template method and the returned value being assigned to the rowTemplate and altRowTemplate attributes for the grid instance. Support &amp; Learning Resources Kendo grid client template
javascriptClientTemplate with Javascript function in Kendo UI for jQuery Grid , I have a Kendo Grid with a column that displays a personal name. I want the person's name to be a link and when clicked calls some javascript join a community of over 2.6m developers to get your questions answered on ClientTemplate with javascript function of Kendo UI for jQuery Grid. New here?
Start with our free trials. MVC Data Grid Component | FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS, If you know JavaScript, then you know Kendo UI templates. To use the hash syntax, use one of the following procedures: Render values as HTML: #= # . Use Is it possible to insert the ClientTemplate of Kendo network a javascript statement? I would like to calculate some data about the
client and then to put the result in the line. I tried this: columns. B Templates Overview | Kendo UI Templates, You can, with template literal syntax: &lt;script&gt;&lt;/script&gt;in my template for the kendo grid column. Kendo Grid (ASP.NET MVC) - Enter column titles of a Conditional in Kendo grid column template, This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. Post navigation. ← To format the DateTime type column The column's Grid for ASP.NET MVC configuration has a Hidden() (columns.hidden) property that expects a Boolean value that can be used for such purposes. The following example demonstrates how to send a value in ViewBag for a key and gives it a true or false value in the controller and then
accessit in the Razor template. Conditional statement in Kendo UI Mall, Hi I have add Kendo Grid to my project and it works fine but I have to try to set a client template to a column to add a value to it whether it is null or asp.net-mvc kendo-ui kendo-grid. To get data values rendered in your Kendo template you could use the following as a guide: Conditionally in the Kendo grid
column Kendo mvc grid conditional client templateKendo Grid Client Template with Criteria Browse other queries tagged asp.net-mvc ken Do-ui kendo-grid or ask your own Conditional in Kendo grid column Join a community of over 2.6m developers to get your questions answered on conditional clienttemplate on grid in MVC by Kendo UI for jQuery Grid. New here? Start with our
free trials. Define the client template with kendo UI Mall syntax. The template context is the Category entity to which the current Grid row is bound. The template itself contains another Grid that is bound to Products_Read the action. Always call the ToClientTemplate method when using Telerik UI ASP.NET for MVC helpers in a client template. Template.
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